
The meeting was called to order at 6:34pm with introductions; APNA President Justin Boone presided. Approximately 20 

people attended. The meeting adjourned at 7:04pm.

Mid-City's 830s CRO Danny Medina addressed the group noting:

s the great success of the recent “Coffee with a Cop” meeting that was held in Azalea Park (“AP”) on June 7 at 

Burley and the Bean;

s the decline in homelessness issues in AP's canyons; 

s the current very low crime level in AP; and

s the intensive process of documentation that the Police Department must engage in order to begin to be able to 

resolve issues involving illegal activity in individual homes/properties and what residents can do to more 

effectively help the process along.

Jeff Brooker of the City Attorney's office warned attendees about two new scams being perpetrated on the public involving 

door-to-door solicitation by sellers of solar systems ,  wherein the signing of a contract with these solicitors could result in the 

loss of their homes to these companies according to the fine print of the contracts they are signing. 

Deanneka Flores of Sen. Ben Hueso's office distributed his most recent newsletter and provided updates on his recent bill 

(SB507) to address the 17-day Tijuana sewage spill and the Senior Scam Stopper Workshop which will take place in Chula 

Vista on June 22.

Linda Pennington noted that 

s a baby shower is being planned at Cactus Bob's for Justin and Vanessa Boone's new baby, Shiloh, who is due in 

early July; the date will be announced via email; the Boone's are listed at Target and Babies R Us;

s plans are underway to plant flowers at the burned out residence on Violet at Pepper Drive where a clean-up was 

recently held;  

s all are invited to the next Water Conservation Garden clean-up will be held next Saturday (always the 3rd 

Saturday of the month); and

s the recent clean-up of Jamie's Way trailhead and canyon resulted in the removal of four truck load of invasive 

cactus, trash, and ten barrels of greens.
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